
 

Unit                          : 04  

Lesson                      : Revision Point – Capitalization (page 46 &47) 

Competency Level   : 2.1 Uses capital and simple letters appropriately. 

        7.8 Writes compositions. 

1. Read ‘Revision Point’ on page 46 of your Pupil’s Text carefully. It describes the places we 

should use capital letters.  

 

2. Complete Activity 13 on page 47 of the Pupil’s Text first. The following hints will help 

you. 

Activity 13 – Hints 

Sentence 1 – two mistakes 

Sentence 2 – four mistakes 

Sentence 3 – seven mistakes 

Did you correct all the mistakes? Well done!  

3. Read ‘Revision Point’ on page 46 again. Complete Activity 12 on page 46 of the Pupil’s 

Text. 

4. The following sentences have some other mistakes some of you commit when using capital 

and simple letters. They are underlined. Rewrite the sentences correcting the mistakes. 

1. Sri lanka is a beautiful island. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. I Love my class teacher very much. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. My best friend is Thayga selvaraj. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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4. The meeting is at 10.30 A.M. 

................................................................................................................................ 

5.  I am DiNusha from Rathnapura. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

5. Let’s write an essay.  

Topic: ‘Let’s Protect Our Environment.’ 

5.1 Given below are the four main areas that you can talk about in your essay. But they are 

not in order. Arrange them in order. Put numbers. 

How environment is destroyed  

What we should we do to protect the environment  

Why environment is valuable to us  

What happens when the environment is destroyed  

 

5.2 Match A with B.             

A (the areas you are going to talk about in 

your essay) 

B (relevant points) 

1.Why environment is valuable to us climate changes, green-house effect, global 

warming, land infertility, extinction of trees 

and animals, spread of diseases (dengue, 

malaria) 

 

2.How environment is destroyed keep the surrounding clean, promote organic 

farming, plant trees, protect forests and 

water resources, practice 3R 

concept(Reduce, Reuse, Recycle), proper 

waste management, eco-friendly products 

 

3.What happens when the environment is 

destroyed 

Human activities - cutting down trees, 

hunting, throwing garbage everywhere, 

using insecticides, weedicide and chemical 

fertilizers in farming, releasing factory 

waste and garbage to water ways, emitting 

harmful gases to the air 

Natural ways – bush fire, volcanic 

explosions  

 

4.What we should we do to protect the 

environment 

Our surrounding (trees, animals, waterfalls, 

mountains, valleys, oceans, volcanoes and 

deserts), only planet that has life, no other 

place to live, on earth – no humans 

 



Hint: You can check your answers for 5.1 from the above table. (The order is given in the 

table.)  

5.3 Now you have some points ordered neatly to write your essay. Explain the facts using 

simple sentences and complete the essay. 

Hint: You can make sentences using the given phrases. 

Eg:  Environment is our surrounding. It consists trees, animals, waterfalls, mountains, 

valleys, oceans, volcanoes and deserts. The environment is valuable to us because the Earth is 

the only planet that has life ………………….. 

 

 


